Compliance Statement

No. 2019-102

Screened Channel, Class EA

Company
Singapore Cables Manufacturers Pte Ltd.
(Wholly owned by Prysmian Group)
No. 20, Jurong Port Road
Jurong Town
Singapore 619094

Channel Identification (4 connector model)

Horizontal cable:
DRAKA UCData® UC 500 Cat 6a S23 U/FTP 23 AWG, Patented 2 pairs foil, LSZH, IEC 60332-1
part no. 11113

Telecommunication outlet, CP jack, Patch panel jacks:
DRAKA UCConnect® Keystone jack Cat.6a RJ45 FTP 180º TOOLFAST Shielded
part no. MJTR9214

Terminal cord, Patch cord:
DRAKA UCConnect® U/FTP Cat.6A DBOOT Patch Cord 26 AWG LSZH
part no. PC8320xx-yy (xx: colour, yy: length)

Consolidation point cable, Equipment Cord:
DRAKA UCConnect® U/FTP Cat.6A DBOOT Patch Cord 26 AWG LSZH
part no. PC8320xx-yy (xx: colour, yy: length) (jack MJTR9214 added)

Generic cabling standards - Class EA Channel requirements
• ISO/IEC 11801-1:2017 (Ed. 1.0) / ISO/IEC 11801-2:2017 (Ed. 1.0)
• EN 50173-1:2018 / EN 50173-2:2018
• TIA-568.2-D:2018 -

Technical report
EC Cabling product ID
ECS valid until
T833131-03, DANAK-19/19914 6176 1 February 2020

This product has been tested by FORCE Technology and complies with the electrical requirements of the above specified standards and "Terms and conditions for the EC VERIFIED programme for Generic and Coaxial Cabling", DQP231006. The product takes part in a maintenance of certification schedule, which implies that FORCE Technology performs a sample test of the product once a year.

Hørsholm, 11 February 2019

Lars Lindskov Pedersen
Test Manager

Dennis Andersen
Head of Department